
SPILLERS RECORDS  

NEW RELEASE 11/11/22  

Confirmed arrivals (unless stated!)  
  

CUSTOMER NOTICE:   
 

Please note that we have dedicated sections in the racks for both New 

Release CDs  (at the end of the Rock & Pop CDs)  

and New Release LPs (to the left of the door, as you enter the shop).   

Titles remain in these sections for one week,  

until the next new batch of brilliant releases comes around again on the 

following Friday 

ALICE COLTRANE Ptah, The El Daoud (Verve By Request Series)  
Recorded in the basement studio of the Coltrane family home in Dix Hills in 1970, 

Alice Coltrane’s fourth album is a transcendent masterpiece of spiritual jazz. 

180g LP £26.99 

A.O. GERBER Meet Me at the Gloaming 
The new LP showcases Gerber's knack for subtly infectious indie-pop, crunching, 

atmospheric alternative-rock and classic acoustic song-writing. 

DINKED EDITION Golden Hour LP + Signed & hand-numbered postcard, 

Limited pressing of 400 £21.99 

BAD RELIGION How Could Hell Be Any Worse  

Ltd. White Reissue LP £22.99 

BILL FRISELL Four (Blue Note)  
A stunning meditation on loss, renewal, and those mysterious inventions of 

friendship with new interpretations of previously recorded originals as well as nine 

new tunes. 

CD £10.99 

BILLY IDOL The Cage EP  

Indies Red LP £18.99 /   CD out now £9.99 

BIS Systems Music For Home Defence  

Pink LP due   £21.99  /   CD out now £10.99 

BOBBY HUTCHERSON Stick-Up (Blue Note) 

Ltd. Tone Poet 180g LP £33.99 

 



BREANNA BARBARA Nothin' But Time [Fuzz Club] 
a raw and immersive trip through the sounds of psychedelic rock and blues, 

anchored by her forceful vocals and unforgettable songwriting. 

Ltd. DINKED Clear / Blue Marbled LP + Flexi £24.99 

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN Only The Strong Survive 
A collection of soul music gems that celebrate the legendary songbooks of 

Gamble and Huff, Motown, Stax and many more. 

CD £11.99   /   2LP £29.99   /   Retail Exc Orange 2LP £34.99 

BUDDY GUY The Blues Don't Lie  
Feat. guests inc. Mavis Staples, Elvis Costello, James Taylor, Jason Isbell, and more 

2LP £25.99    /   CD out now £10.99 

CHRISTINA VANTZOU No .5 LP (Kranky) 
Fleeting configurations of piano, wind, strings, synthetics, and field recordings, 

inspired by the Greek isles. For fans of Angelo Badalamenti and David Lynch 

soundtracks, Bohren and Der Club Of Gore, and Global Communication. 

CD £13.99   /   LP £26.99 

CHRISTINE AND THE QUEENS Redcar Les Adorables Etoiles 

- CD £9.99 

- Red 2LP £29.99 

CLUTCH  Sunrise oOn Slaughter Beach 

CD £12.99 /   Ltd. Indies Lavender LP £29.99 (out now!) 

THE COOL GREENHOUSE Sods Toastie (Melodic) 
They've pushed their distinctive flavour of post-punk to the point of perfection 

–  incongruous riffs, alchemical instrumental chemistry, and irreverent spoken-word 

vocals are a delight throughout.  

CD £10.99   /   Ltd. Yellow with Black Splatter LP £22.99 

DEUX FURIEUSES Songs from Planet Earth  
Feat. members of Brix Smith's current band, playing guitar and drums. A beating 

heart signal out from this world as we fall spinning into a vortex of pandemic, 

isolation, avoidable deaths, political corruption, personal mourning and ultimately 

survival. 

CD £10.99   /   LP £ 19.99 

DROPKICK MURPHYS This Machine Still Kills Fascists 

CD £10.99     /    LP due 11/11/22  

ELIZA CARTHY & THE RESTITUTION Queen Of The Whirl  
Celebrating an incredible 30 years in the music business with album Queen Of The 

Whirl, featuring new interpretations of fan-selected favourites from her previous 

albums, recorded with her band Eliza Carthy & The Restitution. 

CD £10.99 

EPICA The Alchemy Project  

CD  £10.99 

GIL SCOTT- HERON Pieces Of A Man / I Think I'll Call It Morning [BGP] 

Ltd. 7" £8.99 



GRANDMASTER FLASH & THE FURIOUS FIVE The Message 
The original in all its full-length seven minute glory with the full instrumental on the B-

side. 

Ltd Orange 12" EP £15.99 

GUNS N ROSES Use Your Illusion I 

Includes New Version of November Rain 

Remastered 180g 2LP + MP3 £34.99 

GUNS N ROSES Use Your Illusion II 

Remastered 180g 2LP + MP3 £34.99 

HERMANOS GUTIÉRREZ El Bueno Y El Malo 
Inspired by old western film scores and vintage Latin American sounds, Hermanos 

Gutiérrez's new Dan Auerbach-produced album El Bueno Y El Malo takes listeners 

on a hypnotic and sensual instrumental journey through a haunted landscape - 

where the haze of the desert meets the blue of a Kodachrome ocean.  An 

absolute delight!  

CD £11.99 

JAMIROQUAI Dynamite 

2LP reissue £25.99 

JEB LOY NICHOLS United States Of The Broken Hearted (On U Sound) 
Twelve sombre but beautiful tracks, with long time friend and producer Adrian 

Sherwood swapping his trademark dub-wise approach for carefully stripped back 

arrangements. 

Acoustic guitar and Jeb’s voice are framed by subtle splashes of horns, cello and 

percussion, plus keyboard contributions from Martin Duffy(Primal Scream/Felt). 

Politically charged cover versions (‘I Hate The Capitalist System’, ‘Deportees’) sit 

amongst more introspective material, including some of the finest songs that 

Nichols has written to date. 

CD £10.99 / LP £21.99 

JOANNE SHAW TAYLOR Nobody's Fool 
With guest features from Joe Bonamassa, Tina Guo and Dave Stewart, Joanne is 

boldly venturing into the future of blues music. 

CD £10.99 

JONATHAN RICHMAN & THE MODERN LOVERS Back In Your Life  
Originally released in 1979, Jonathan brings his melancholy mood to the quiet and 

reflective songs. He’s a very talented and creative musician and that’s exactly 

what he’s bringing to the rock ‘n roll rhythms and pop. 

CD £12.99 / LP £ 19.99 

JOSS STONE Merry Christmas, Love  
All the festive favourites inc. Let It Snow, White Christmas, In the Bleak Midwinter and 

more!  

LP £26.99 

KING GIZZARD & THE LIZARD WIZARD Changes 
Soaked in the warm sonics of 70s r’n’b and guided by simple chord-changes that 

contain multitudes and rounding out another remarkable year for the group. 



Purgatory White LP £24.99 

LARKIN POE Blood Harmony  
Georgia-bred multi-instrumentalist sisters Rebecca and Megan Lovell fortify their 

storytelling with a rock and blues-heavy sound that hits right in the heart, at turns 

stormy and sorrowful and wildly exhilarating. 

CD £12.99 / Ltd. Opaque Apple Red LP £22.99 

MARK KNOPFLER The Studio Albums 2009-2018 
Include Get Lucky (2009), Privateering (2012), Tracker (2015) and his latest release 

Down The Road Wherever (2018) plus a collection of studio b-sides and bonus 

tracks and two previously unreleased songs – ‘Back In The Day’ and ‘Precious Voice 

From Heaven’. 

LTD 6CD £36.99 

MASSIVE WAGONS  Triggered 
An all new album of heavy duty rock'n'roll that stays true to the band's influences 

whilst also pushing past the boundaries of what fans have experienced on previous 

albums. Adding twists of tough punk and twinkles of yacht rock into the mix as well!  

CD £7.99 

MISSY ELLIOTT Under Construction  
The Grammy nominated hip hop album feat. the hits Work It and Gossip Folks.  The 

album went double platinum and was nominated for two Grammys – “Best Rap 

Album” and “Album of the Year”.  It was mostly produced by Timbaland and Missy 

Elliott. 

20th Anniversary 2LP £ 36.99 

PLAID Feorm Falorx (Warp) 
Generally gentler than the dark angularity of its predecessor, ‘Polymer’, but it’s no 

less deep, and maintains the melodicism for which they’re loved 

CD £11.99 / LP + MP3 £23.99 

PREOCCUPATIONS Arrangements  

Chartruese LP £25.99 / CD out now  £12.99 

SAM SWEENEY (Bellowhead) Escape That  
Written without ever touching the violin, Sam retreated to his attic during the 

lockdowns of 2020-21 and created over twenty pieces of music.  Composed almost 

entirely on synths and guitars, he devised a way of writing where he'd lay down a 

chord sequence and then record an improvisation over the top. 

CD £11.99 

SARATHY KORWAR Kalek (The Leaf Label)  
An Indo-futurist manifesto - in rhythmic step with the past and the present, it sets out 

to describe a route forward. It celebrates a rich South Asian culture of music and 

literature, which resonates with spirituality and community, while envisaging a 

better future from those building blocks. 

CD £10.99 / DINKED EDITION Crystal Clear LP w/Alt. Sleeve + ‘KALAK’ 

rhythm wheel + booklet 

Hand numbered edition of 400 £24.99 

SCIENTIST DUBS CULTURE Into A Parallel Universe (Diggers Factory)  



What do you get when you mix a Culture LP with the dub stylings of the master of 

dub Scientist? An extraordinary LP that is, simply put, out of this world! 

CD £13.99    /    140g Grey LP w/Holographic Cover due 18/11/22  £23.99 

THE SELECTER  Celebrate The Bullet (2022 Remaster) 
Originally released in 1981, this forgotten classic from the 2 Tone era is a timely 

reissue and will give time for a re-appreciation in the same way the 2021's reissue of 

too Much Pressure did.  

Deluxe Edition 3CD £15.99 / Ltd. Clear 180g LP £22.99 

SUZI QUARTO Uncovered EP 

6 Track CD £9.99 

THE WEDDING PRESENT Seamonsters 

2CD re-issue includes EP tracks & Peel Session tracks £10.99 

VARIOUS ARTISTS Do It Again! The Songs Of Brian Wilson 

Feat. covers from Frank Black, Fleetwood Mac, The Rubinoos & More!  

CD £12.99 

  

 

Can’t see what you wanted? 
 Drop us a line at info@spillersrecords.com  

or ask instore 

 


